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ABSTRACT
We first developed an actual HVAC

experimental chamber including an air distribution
system, an air handling unit, fan coil units, and
control systems. This experimental chamber is a real
size model of a typical office and has a floor area of
61.44m2. At the same time, we developed a
Ò Numerical HVAC experimental chamber,Ó that is, a
computer model that can simulate our actual HVAC
experimental chamber including its control system.
This model consists of a numerical turbulent flow
model and an automatic PID control model.

In this paper, we describe the actual HVAC
experimental chamber, the Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamberÓ and some results from a
simulation study using the Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamber.Ó

INTRODUCTION
As a result of the increasing demand for

environmentally friendly buildings, changes in the
design and planning of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems will be needed.
Conventional designs of HVAC systems are based on
the capacity at the peak load with some consideration
given to the temperature and air velocity
distributions at the peak load. One change that is
needed is a design in which fluctuating temperature
distributions and HVAC performance under everyday
conditions are fully considered. Another change that
is needed is a rational operation and control method
for the HVAC system that minimizes loss of energy
and maximizes the use of renewable energy. To meet
these requirements, a method that can simulate
HVAC system performance and simultaneously give
temperature and air velocity distributions is needed.

Many HVAC experimetal chambers have been
developed to investigate those complex prblems.
(Bauman 1998, Brandemuehl 1996, NREL etc.)
However,  in order to meet such complex
requirement, numerical analysis by using CFD is
also an indispensable technology. In this case,
verification by experiments is essentially needed to
upgrade the reliability of analysis results.  Further in
order to apply the experimental results and CFD
analysis results to practical buildings, CFD analysis
should be carried out under the condition nearer to
the actual by freely changing the shape of an
experimental chamber, the configuration and position

of air outlets, outdoor air temperature and solar
radiation.

We first developed an actual HVAC
experimental chamber including an air distribution
system, an air handling unit, fan coil units, and
control systems. This experimental chamber is a real
size model of a typical office and has a floor area of
61.44m2. This is developed to investigate realistic
behavior of indoor environment and energy
consumption in offices with air conditioning systems.
This chamber itself has ability to change diffuser type,
type of perimeter conditioning unit, outdoor
temperature and solar radiation to some extent.
However there is of course a limit for the range and
types of those parameters, particularly in change of
dimension of the chamber and solar radiation
(direction of the building).

As such, we developed a Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamberÓ on a computer, that is, a
computer model that can simulate our actual HVAC
experimental chamber including its control system.
This model consists of a numerical turbulent flow
model and an automatic PID control model.

In addition, we developed a man-machine
interface (MMI) program to facilitate changes in all
the parameters and experimental conditions.

In this paper, we describe the actual HVAC
experimental chamber, the Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamberÓ and some results from a
simulation study using the Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamber.Ó

HVAC EXPERIMENTAL CHAMBER
Photo-1 shows the indoor view, Figure-1 the

plan and cross section, and Table-1 the major
specification of the HVAC experimental chamber.
The experimental facility consists of a main
experimental chamber located at the center and three
chambers (one for simulating outdoor conditions and
two for simulating adjacent rooms) located
surrounding the main experimental chamber. The
main experimental chamber at the center simulates
modern office space precisely employing integrated
ceiling made of rock wool acoustic board, concrete
with plaster board for the external wall, plaster board
attached on light-weight steel partition base for the
internal wall and floor panels (500mm x 500mm) of
light-weight inorganic material reinforced with metal
for raised floor system. The size of the chamber with
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a depth of 9.6m, width of 6.4m and ceiling height of
2.8m simulates an office space with a depth of 9.6m
for two spans (6.4m width). The height of the raised
floor is being presently set to 300mm but it can be
freely changed to 500mm maximum.

The most remarkable feature of this
experimental facility is that to install an chamber for
outdoor conditions at the perimeter side of the main
experimental chamber reproducing an office space in
order to simulate outdoor precisely. In addition, an
adjacent room chamber that simulates the temperature
of an adjacent room is installed at both sides.

The chamber for outdoor conditions is
designed to be controlled by DDC (Direct Digital
Control) controller with programming capability not
only to maintain the set outdoor temperatures (-5¼C
lowest, 40¼C highest) under steady state experiment
but also reproduce daily outdoor air temperature
fluctuation or set various fluctuating patterns. Further
the chamber for outdoor conditions houses a
simplified solar radiation simulating device
consisting of 36 metal halide lamps that can simulate
a solar radiation of 250W/m2 maximum at window
surface. The metal halide lamp has the specific energy
distribution comparatively near the sunlight (Figure-
2). This employment is to emphasize the
reproduction of solar transmission, reflection and
absorption characteristics in the perimeter.

On the other hand, the chamber for adjacent
room reproduces the effect of thermal conduction from
the adjacent room with different room temperature
appeared in actual offices. The temperature setting
ranges from 15¼C to 30¼C as same as that of the
central main experimental chamber. Although its
control range is narrower than that of the chamber for
outdoor conditions, DDC control is adopted enabling
to program to reproduce the temperature fluctuation of
the adjacent room. In addition when the adjacent
room chamber is not regarded as the adjacent room
but as a same space, it can follow the room
temperature of the main experimental chamber. This
reduces the temperature difference between the main
experimental chamber and the adjacent room thus
minimizing the effect of heat transmission on the
main chamber.

At the inside of the central main experimental
chamber simulating an office space, interior air
conditioning equipment and perimeter air
conditioning equipment are installed. These
equipment are designed to meet various systems
enabling to conduct experiments on versatile air
conditioning systems organized by combinations of
these equipment. The interior system is equipped
with an air distribution system providing an air
change rate of 15times/hour maximum, and the
airflow rate can freely be changed by frequency control.
The system is also designed to perform experiments
on the VAV air conditioning being widely employed
by the present offices and the outdoor air cooling
being emphasized as an important energy saving
method. The control employs programming control
by DDC covering the perimeter system also, thus
allowing us to conduct performance evaluation tests

with various control methods by using complicated
algorithms or under various air conditioning
schedules. For the air outlet in the interior side of the
central main experimental chamber, both the square
and linear diffusers most popularly known have
previously been installed thus enabling to select the
outlet types simply by switching over the damper.
Further in order to flexibly perform experiments on
the floor-based air conditioning system with air
outlets on the floor and the displacement air
conditioning system, the duct connection from the air
conditioning equipment to the space under the floor
is designed to be performed.

For the perimeter air conditioning, air
conditioning by floor standing fan coil units or fan
coil units inside the ceiling can easily be selected.
Regarding the ceiling linear diffuser supply, the
distance between the air outlet and the window
surface can be changed in three stages. This allows
for study on the difference of performance caused by
the air outlet position in the perimeter (Photo-2).
Further in order to cope with the air barrier system
that blows air at higher velocity from the narrower
slits than that of conventional fan coil units and
sucks it forcibly into the ceiling, an exclusive air
outlet is installed at the top of FCU cover and a
suction fan exclusive for the system is mounted
inside the ceiling. The following studies could be
performed by using this experimental chamber.

1) Precise evaluation of various perimeter and interior
air conditioning systems
2) Evaluation of new air conditioning systems using
various air conditioning sensors
3) Evaluation of various control algorithms
4) Evaluation of effects by operation schedules like
intermittent air conditioning or 24-hour air
conditioning
5) Evaluation of effects by irregular outdoor air
temperature fluctuation
6) Verification of dynamic thermal load calculation or
other air conditioning system simulation programs
7) Verification of thermal environment simulation
program
8) Evaluation of heat transfer coefficient required by
simulation

ÒNUMERICAL HVAC EXPERIMENTAL
CHAMBER Ó
(1) Purpose of Development

As described above, various experiments can
be performed with the actual HVAC experimental
chamber developed this time, and highly reliable
experimental results can be obtained. However, the
parameters can only be changed within the range of
equipment performance. For example, the air
exchange rate is limited to 15 times/hour as a
maximum, and the cooling capacity of air
conditioning equipment is also limited. In addition,
much work and time are required for the considerable
change of air outlet position and window
specification. Some items including the room shape
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can not be changed mostly. While if this
experimental chamber is reproduced on a computer
and the parameters in question can be changed easily,
almost no limitation will be applied to experimental
conditions, and other potential merits will be
remarkable. The merits to develop such imaginary
experimental chamber (Ò Numerical HVAC
experimental chamberÓ) are given below.

1) The cases of experiments can be reduced by
utilizing numerical simulation.
2) The accuracy of numerical analysis can always be
checked to improve the reliability by facilitating
evaluation in comparison with the experiment
conducted in the actual HVAC experimental chamber.
3) More realistic results can be obtained by
substantially changing the room size, air outlet
position, supply airflow rate, supply air temperature,
etc., exceeding the limit of the experiment in the
actual HVAC experimental chamber.

(2) Outline of the Ò Numerical HVAC experimental
chamberÓ

Figure-3 shows the concept of Ò Numerical
HVAC experimental chamber.Ó This includes a basic
model of the chamber, data base for boundary
conditions, mesh generation tool, and solvers for
calculation. Further those are integrated in MMI
program. Two main goals of the development of the
MMI program are as follows.

1) To develop a MMI program in which we can
sometimes compare the simulation results to those
obtained from experiments under relatively simple
experimental conditions to verify the simulation
results.
2) To develop a MMI program in which we can
manipulate all the parameter of the numerical
experimental chamber model and calculate many
cases under different conditions with ease.

On this MMI screen, calculation conditions
(sensor position, air outlet position, supply airflow
rate, supply air temperature etc.) can be specified, and
various changes (in FCU size, room size, air outlet
position) can be performed with mouse manipulation.
For the air outlet, FCU and the like, database is
being prepared by coupling the name and boundary
condition thus enabling to set the boundary
condition for calculation by simply specifying the
name.

(3) Coupling of automatic control function
Here is a problem that although effect on

supply air temperature or energy can be analyzed by
changing the set temperature as automatic control is
being prepared in the HVAC experimental chamber,
ordinary CFD analysis program does not contain
such function. Because of the lack of control function
to lead the room temperature to the set point the
mixing loss that is a serious problem in an office
space with large heat generation where interior
cooling and perimeter heating coexist in winter has

been analyzed mainly by the experiment in the
experimental chamber conventionally. At the
development of Ò Numerical HVAC experimental
chamberÓ this time, the coupling of this control
function with the general CFD analysis was one of
our main goals to analyze the problems like the
mixing loss.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE
Analysis examples obtained by using

Ò Numerical HVAC experimental chamberÓ developed
this time are given below.

(1) Condition of calculation
Table-2, 3 and 4 show the cases and

conditions of calculation. Figure-4 shows the
configuration of outlets and inlets. Cooling for the
interior and heating for the perimeter were chosen for
this case study. Setting the outdoor temperature at   -
5¼C, calculation was applied to the temperature rising
from the initial temperature of 20¼C to the set
temperature. The calculation was applied for two
cases by changing the set temperature. One represents
the case where mixing loss tends to be generated
caused (by setting the perimeter set point to 26¼C,
while the interior to 24¼C). The other represents the
case where mixing loss would be smaller (by setting
both interior and perimeter to 24¼C)

(2) Calculation results
Figure-5 shows temperature fluctuations of

outlet and room air temperatures for the case1 and 2
respectively due to automatic PID control. Figure-6
shows the air temperature distribution of the case 1
and 2 respectively for comparison. The final outlet
temperature of the case 1 showed 38¼C in the
perimeter, reaching the limit being set for calculation
purpose, and 18¼C in the interior. From this, it can
be found that the air conditioning equipment of the
perimeter reach the limit of their capacity when the
room temperature is being set at a higher temperature
than interior, thus generating a serious mixing loss.
Also found is that the environment could be
deteriorated due to the significant temperature
differences in the room due to a remarkable difference
between the room temperature and outlet air
temperature. While in the case 2 where the set
temperature of the perimeter was same as the interior,
the final outlet temperature shows 27¼C in the
perimeter and 20¼C in the interior presenting a state
not allowing mixing loss to generate. From this, it
can be understood that lowering of perimeter set
temperature prevents mixing loss as conventionally
known. Also understood is that the temperature
distribution could be improved.

CONCLUSIONS
We developed a basic system for Ò Numerical

HVAC experimental chamber.Ó  The final goal of this
study is to built the Ò Numerical HVAC experimental
chamberÓ that realizes applied calculation under the
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conditions of actual buildings while upgrading the
reliability of the Ò Numerical HVAC experimental
chamberÓ through the coordination between the actual
HVAC experimental chamber and the Ò Numerical
HVAC experimental chamber.Ó The future challenges
will be as follows.

1) To fully reproduce the experimental chamber
accompanied with the dynamic characteristics of air
conditioning equipment including coils and valves.
2) To improve the reliability of the system by
conducting comparison with experimental results.
3) To realize analysis under the condition near the
practical state by enriching the function to reproduce
the fluctuation of solar radiation and outdoor
temperature using Ò Numerical HVAC experimental
chamberÓ.
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Photo-1 Interior View of Experimental Chamber

Photo-2 Air Conditioning in Perimeter

Table-1 Performance of Each Chamber

Figure-1 Plan, Section and Reflected Ceiling Plan

Figure-2 Spectrum of Solar Simulator
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Figure-3 Concept of Numerical HVAC
Experimental Chamber

Table-2 Cases of Simulation

Table-3 Other Conditions

Table-4 Numerical Methods and Boundary Conditions

Figure-4 Position of Outlets , Inlets and Sensors
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Figure-6 Temperature Distribution

Figure-5 Temperature Fluctuation
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